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Abstract In this paper we explore the benefits of latent variable modelling of
clickthrough data in the domain of image retrieval. Clicks in image search logs
are regarded as implicit relevance judgements that express both user intent and
important relations between selected documents. We posit that clickthrough data
contains hidden topics and can be used to infer a lower dimensional latent space that
can be subsequently employed to improve various aspects of the retrieval system.
We use a subset of a clickthrough corpus from the image search portal of a news
agency to evaluate several popular latent variable models in terms of their ability
to model topics underlying queries. We demonstrate that latent variable modelling
reveals underlying structure in clickthrough data and our results show that computing
document similarities in the latent space improves retrieval effectiveness compared
to computing similarities in the original query space. These results are compared
with baselines using visual and textual features. We show performance substantially
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better than the visual baseline, which indicates that content-based image retrieval
systems that do not exploit query logs could improve recall and precision by taking
this historical data into account.

Keywords Image retrieval · Latent variable modelling · User interaction ·
Clickthrough data

1 Introduction

Users exploring search results make internal judgements on the relevance of the
ranked documents. Based on their assessment of a document summary (document
title, text snippet or image thumbnail), users may select or click on it to further assess
whether the document satisfies their information need. These search interactions can
be logged without any additional cognitive burden to users performing the queries.
Such search logs have proven to be a useful resource for gaining an understanding of
how users interact with search engines [17] and for improving retrieval performance
in a variety of IR tasks [6, 19, 26, 33] by considering these clicks as weak indicators
of relevance [19].

Image retrieval is one such domain where clicks have been used as a way to
improve the overall search experience [6, 28, 33]. It has been demonstrated that these
implicit relevance judgements are accurate to the extent that they can represent high
quality groundtruth [6] or training labels for supervised learning [33]. In fact, research
suggests that the quality of clickthrough data in image search in terms of relevance is
significantly better than in text search [6, 30].

It is in this context that we position our work. We posit that clickthrough data
contains hidden topics and can be used to infer a lower dimensional latent space that
can be subsequently employed to improve various aspects of the retrieval system.
These topics can be likened to search trends realised by users interacting with the
retrieval system. Following this formulation, we expose ourselves to the large body
of research available on latent variable and topic modelling in areas such as text
retrieval [5, 7, 16], collaborative filtering [5, 22], and computer vision [24]. Latent
variable models are attractive in these and other domains due to the fact that they
are unsupervised, require little parameter tuning, and act as a way of reducing
dimensionality in data [5, 7, 16]. However, they have not yet been fully explored
on image clickthrough data.

By adapting latent variable models to this problem domain, we aim to uncover
the latent structure in image search logs and use it for the task of image retrieval.
Specifically, we investigate the following points:

1. how rankings derived from document similarities computed in the latent topic
space perform compared to baseline rankings;

2. whether graded implicit relevance judgements, when available, are beneficial;
3. and whether a text-based pre-processing step of merging queries is beneficial.

To this end, we compare several latent variable modelling approaches: the singular
value decomposition (SVD), non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF), probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (PLSA), and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). Outside of
the text modelling domain, these methods are rarely explicitly compared.
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We begin the paper by detailing related work in long-term learning based on
(explicit) relevance feedback and clickthrough data in image search. Next, we
present the setting for this study by introducing definitions in the problem domain,
how the models are adapted for image click data, and the methodology followed.
Our experimental setup is then introduced and a description of the datasets, the
groundtruth, and evaluation method is given. The experimental results and findings
are then discussed.

2 Related work

For some time, research [12, 13, 27] has shown that content-based image retrieval
systems supporting relevance feedback can benefit from what is known as long-
term or inter-query learning,1 where relevance feedback interactions are logged
and then periodically mined for latent structure to aid subsequent queries. These
studies deal with search logs of explicit relevance feedback, where the interaction
data stem from users purposefully rating examples (usually on a positive/negative
dichotomous scale {−1,+1}) in order to iteratively improve the search results.
Implicit relevance feedback [21], on the other hand, stems from users interacting
with documents (e.g. clicking on a document to view it) without explicitly expressing
their satisfaction/dissatisfaction with a particular search result.

Müller et al. [27] approached the problem using the principle of market basket
analysis and found that tf-idf weights for visual features could be updated using
relevance judgements. Latent semantic analysis (LSA) [7], also explored in our study
as the singular value decomposition, has been previously applied on search logs of
explicit relevance judgements by Heisterkamp [13] and by He et al. [12] as a means of
building a “semantic space” in which to index images in a collection. As in our work,
a document-query matrix representation of the relevance feedback is used with the
images as rows and the queries as columns. However, our study differs in that we
focus on implicit relevance judgements in clickthrough data.

Difficulty in procuring large amounts of real-world relevance judgements led
many of these early studies to make use of artificially generated search logs [12, 13].
The rise of web-based search engines in the last decade has seen the scale of search
logs increase dramatically as millions of users submit queries daily. With this rise, the
nature of search interaction evolved from explicit to implicit relevance judgements
due in part to the fact that traditional relevance feedback saw little use in web IR
settings [18]. Important to this transition has been a study by Joachims et al. [20]
where differences between implicit and explicit relevance judgements were shown
to be less than originally thought. This paved the way for research to consider
implicit relevance judgements as training data for various machine learning-based
improvements to IR [19, 26, 33].

The advantages of using clickthrough data are numerous: it can be easily collected
by content owners, its quality allows it to be used as training data in various tasks
[19, 26, 33], and its collection introduces no additional cognitive burden on the part
of users performing the queries due to the implicit nature of the interaction [20].

1Conversely, short-term or intra-query learning refers to learning based on relevance feedback
judgements for the current query only.
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However, there are some important disadvantages that should also be discussed. It
is highly sparse because, for a given query, a user will only ever see a fraction of the
relevant images, and only actually click on a fraction of that. The degree of sparsity
though may vary depending on the search domain. For example, multimedia archives
for news agencies may yield larger groups of visually similar images that have been
clicked because their users are typically trying to find images with the best angle or
framing. This is contrasted with web image search, where visually similar (but not
identical) images are not typically found in large quantities. This sparsity implies that
no benefits can be seen for documents that have never been clicked (often referred
to as the “cold start” problem).

There are a number of ways in which sparsity is addressed. In the study by
Craswell and Szummer [6], where Markov random walks were applied to a bipartite
image-query click graph, images not clicked in a specified query (but clicked for at
least one query in the same connected component) could be associated by performing
a backward walk through the graph. Furthermore, in long-term learning, images with
no judgements can be given pseudo-relevance feedback judgements by classifying
them based on visual or text features [13]. Our approach to partially alleviating
sparsity is to merge identical queries based on the query text (see Section 3.3),
although this does not have an effect for images that have never been clicked.

Noise resulting from spurious clicks on documents irrelevant to the query is
another problem related to clickthough data. However, recent research [30] indicates
that this problem is much less pronounced in image search. This is likely due to the
fact that image thumbnails are much better document summaries compared to text
snippets and document titles commonly seen in text retrieval [6].

Regarding the use of latent variable models, apart from the early studies that em-
ployed LSA on long-term explicit relevance feedback [12, 13], very few works have
investigated their application on clickthrough data. Lin et al. [25] introduced a PLSA-
based search personalisation model trained on implicit relevance judgements from
clickthrough data in text-based web search. In addition to focusing on clickthrough
data from image search, our study differs in that we model the clickthrough data as
a whole, rather than on a per-user basis. The distinction is that we look for trends
common to all users in a collaborative sense, whereas personalised search learns the
search patterns of individual users.

In summary, although the use of latent variable models in situations where
explicit feedback is available has been investigated [12, 13], to our knowledge, the
effectiveness of these models based on implicit feedback in image search has not yet
been studied.

3 Methodology

In this section we define the problem area, discuss the nature of clickthrough data in
image search, and introduce the models used in our experiments.

3.1 Definitions

We define an M-element document collection as the set D = {d1, ..., dM} (we shall,
for the sake of generality, refer to an image as the document di) and a collection of
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N queries Q = {q1, ..., qN} over the elements of D. Each query vector q j represents
the expression of a user’s information need through relevance judgements over the
documents D. We represent these relevance judgements as a matrix of document-
query co-occurrences R ∈ R

M×N , i.e., each element rij ∈ R denotes implied relevance
of document di to query q j.

Clicks from users can be seen as weak indicators of relevance [6]. Under this as-
sumption, the elements rij take binary values {0, 1}, where 1 indicates that document
di is weakly relevant to query q j, and 0 otherwise. We can extend this representation
of implicit relevance to include other forms of user interaction recorded by the
retrieval system by weighting actions according to a Likert rating scale.2 For example,
a download action, where a user purchases and saves a retrieved document locally,
implies relevance of a higher degree than a click (which is seen as more exploratory),
and so may be represented as the value 2, yielding ordinal values rij ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The
query logs used in this study (formally introduced in Section 4.1) record photograph
downloads, and as such we are afforded this additional relevance indication. The use
of this graded scale of implicit feedback is investigated in Section 5.1 to determine
whether it leads to better performance. To our knowledge such an investigation has
not been performed for implicit feedback.

3.2 Noise and sparsity in click data

Noise may be present in clickthrough data if different users have the same infor-
mation need but submit different queries or click on different results (subjectivity).
Polysemy (e.g., “bank” as in river, and “bank” as in the monetary institution) is also
a contributing factor. A user may also find a document attractive enough to click on
despite its irrelevance to the query. Noise has been shown to be less pronounced in
image search because thumbnails provide a concise summary of image content and
are therefore more easily assessed during search [6, 30]. We posit that image click
noise is even less pronounced in multimedia archives frequented by professional
users (such as that considered in this study) compared to image retrieval on the
web. Nevertheless, we are concerned with the effects of noise because it may obscure
the structure of less frequent query concepts contained in the search logs (i.e. those
comprising the tail of the power law).

Image click data, like other forms of clickthrough data, is very sparse because for
a given query a user will only ever see a small fraction of the images in the collection.
Furthermore, it has been shown that the problem of position bias, commonly seen
in web IR [19] where clicks are more frequent on documents ranked higher, is also
present in image click data [28]. Sparsity is problematic for learning latent structure
because the number of observations is insufficient to make reliable inferences. In
order to alleviate its effect we employ the following strategy to merge queries and
evaluate its effect in the experiments in Section 5.

2The Likert scale is the rating scale used to record user-item preferences in collaborative
filtering [14].
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3.3 Merging identical queries

Our approach to alleviating sparsity in clickthrough data is as follows. As each search
recorded in the query log is initiated by a text-based query, denoted qi text, we use this
to our advantage during the pre-processing stage and merge queries based on this
attribute. If the text of different queries matches exactly, we make the assumption
that the information need of the respective users is identical.

Algorithm 1 Merging identical queries based on query terms
Initialise hyper-query array H
for qi ∈ Q(i = 1..N) do

if ∃qi text ∈ H then
j← index of qi text ∈ H
H j← H j + qi

else
Append qi to H

end if
end for

When two identical queries are merged, a new hyper-query vector is created by a
vector sum of the original query vectors (see Algorithm 1). We are thus able to view
the hyper-queries as containing co-occurrence counts. A document-query pair with
a higher count indicates that the document was clicked or downloaded more than a
document-query pair with a lower count. Another effect of merging queries is that we
reduce the dimensionality of the data, thereby reducing computation requirements.
The creation of hyper-queries has some implications, however. We may, for example,
lose different meanings of homonyms and risk introducing noise into the data by
merging unrelated queries. Merging queries is often implicitly considered in related
work [1, 6], but to date its effect has not been empirically measured. We provide a
comparative analysis of merging queries in Section 5.

3.4 Latent variable models

Latent variable models are unsupervised learning approaches traditionally used in
the text retrieval domain where an M× N term-document co-occurrence matrix is
factored into two component matrices generally following the form [31]:

X ≈ � ·�, (1)

where X ∈ RM×N is the matrix of observed co-occurrences, � ∈ RM×K are the word
distributions over topics and � ∈ RK×N are the topic distributions over documents.
The dot product � ·� is an approximation of the original matrix X because the
number of topics (K) is normally chosen to be less than N or M [16, 31], resulting in
a dimension reduction. In text IR, this dimension reduction allows documents to be
characterised as mixtures of topics.

Because we are modelling topics in image clickthrough data, we represent the
co-occurrence matrix X as the relevance matrix R ∈ RM×N, where M denotes the
number of documents and N denotes the number of queries. In our formulation,
the matrix � corresponds to the images projected into the latent space and the matrix
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� corresponds to the queries projected into the same space. Therefore, in this work
we replace the traditional term-document matrix with our document-query relevance
matrix.

Our aim in this study is to uncover latent structure in query logs. As the following
sections will describe, we will decompose the document-query co-occurrence matrix
into the factors � and �. We shall then focus on improving document retrieval by
using the latent space � as an ad-hoc retrieval system where we posit that document
similarities can be calculated more accurately.

3.4.1 Singular value decomposition

The singular value decomposition (SVD) is a well-known linear algebraic matrix
approximation technique that has been shown to be useful in many fields including
text retrieval as LSA [7], image retrieval based on long-term learning of relevance
feedback [13], and collaborative filtering [22].

The calculation of the SVD involves an eigen-decomposition of the square
matrices RRT and RTR, yielding:

R = U�VT , (2)

where U are the left singular vectors, � are the singular values, and V are the right
singular vectors. The decomposition is such that U and V are orthonormal, and �

is a diagonal scaling matrix with values in decreasing order. By retaining only the
first K singular values in �, we arrive at a rank-K approximation of the original co-
occurrence matrix:

R ≈ UK�KVT
K, (3)

where UK ∈ R
M×K, �K ∈ R

K×K , and VK ∈ R
N×K. In this work, we focus on the U

matrix, which projects the documents into the space spanned by the orthonormal
basis vectors.

3.4.2 Non-negative matrix factorisation

Non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) [24] offers us a straightforward approach
to the problem of discovering latent topics or “parts” from observed data. NMF,
given a non-negative matrix R ∈ R

M×N, finds non-negative, non-unique factors
giving:

R ≈ W H, (4)

where W ∈ R
M×K and H ∈ R

K×N are such that the Frobenius norm ||R−W H||2
is minimised. Following [9], we can define the diagonal scaling matrices Akk =∑M

i=1 Wik and Bkk =∑N
j=1 Hkj whose inverses are multiplied by W and H, respec-

tively, to give us the normalised document-topic and topic-query factors W A−1 and
B−1 H (see Table 1).

3.4.3 Probabilistic latent semantic analysis

Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) was introduced by Hofmann [16] as a
probabilistic reformulation of LSA where term occurrences in documents are seen to
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Table 1 Analogous components of the models used in this study

Model � ∈ R
M×K � ∈ R

K×N

SVD UK VT
K

NMF W A−1 B−1 H
PLSA P(d|z) P(z|q)

LDA φ θ

� are the document-topic components and � are the topic-query components

result from a generative process. In this study, we represent the generation of implicit
relevance judgements as follows:

1. Select a query with probability P(q j),
2. Select a latent topic z with probability P(z|q j),
3. Generate a relevant document (i.e. a “click”) with probability P(di|z).

The elements of the document-query matrix R correspond to the observations
needed to estimate the joint probability P(q j, di):

P(q j, di) = P(q j)P(di|q j), (5)

From here we expand the conditional probability:

P(di|q j) =
∑

z∈Z
P(di|z)P(z|q j). (6)

We are particularly interested in the above conditional probability P(di|q j), because
we wish to predict a set of relevant documents (i.e. those that would be rated
relevant by a user) given a query. Using Bayes rule to transform P(q j)P(z|q j) into
P(z)P(q j|z), we can rewrite the joint probability as:

P(q j, di) =
∑

z∈Z
P(z)P(q j|z)P(di|z). (7)

The log-likelihood function, L, is commonly used to determine the fit of the latent
variables to the observed data:

L =
∑

q j∈Q

∑

di∈D
n(q j, di)logP(q j, di), (8)

where n(q j, di) ∈ {0, 1, 2} is synonymous to the term frequency in the standard PLSA
model, but here is used to denote whether or not the document is relevant to the
query (i.e. a “click” or “download”).

Expectation-maximisation (EM) [8] is used to maximise the log-likelihood func-
tion. The method consists of two steps: an E-step that calculates the posterior
probabilities for the latent topics, and an M-step that updates the predictions based
on the posteriors calculated in the E-step.
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3.4.4 Latent Dirichlet allocation

Focusing on the shortcomings of the PLSA model, namely that it lacks generative
assumptions about the mixture weights P(d|z), Blei et al. [5] developed an extension
where a conjugate Dirichlet prior α is placed on P(d|z). Later, Griffiths and Steyvers
[11] extended the model by introducing a prior β on P(z|q) (our notation). These
conjugate priors are seen as smoothing parameters. Although the main benefit of
LDA is that it generalises better than PLSA on unseen documents, the goal of which
is not the case in this study, we include it for comparison.

The generative model for a click in a given query q j under LDA is:

1. Choose θ ∼ Dir(α),
2. Choose φ ∼ Dir(β),
3. For each document di (1 ≤ i ≤ M):

(a) Choose a topic z ∼ Multinomial(θ),
(b) Choose a relevant document di from P(di|z, φ) (i.e. generate a “click” on

document di).

We thus have the joint probability of a relevant document di occurring in a given
query (corresponding to R):

P(di, z, θ, φ|α, β) = P(di|θ, φ)P(θ |β)P(φ|α), (9)

where

P(di|θ, φ) =
∑

z∈Z
P(di|z, φ)P(z|θ). (10)

Gibbs sampling, used for inference in this study, is a popular method of estimating
the posterior distribution over z because for large collections, computing φ and θ is
intractable [11, 31].

3.5 Unifying the latent variable models

As we saw in (1), the matrix decomposition or factorisation of the latent variable
model has a general form. For clarity, we unify the models in Table 1.

The SVD has no probabilistic interpretation due to the constraint that the left and
right singular vectors need only be orthonormal; negative valued vector elements are
possible following the decomposition. However, it is still possible to view the left and
right singular vectors as related to the topic distributions of the general probabilistic
topic model [16, 31].

For the purposes of this study, we focus our investigation on the document-
topic component � because we want to relate documents with each other by
measuring distances in this space. However, of equal interest could be the topic-
query component �, which would allow us to calculate query similarities for query
recommendation.

3.6 Model selection

The dimensionality of the latent space (also known as the number of topics for the
generative models) is the main parameter in latent variable modelling. We denote
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this to be K, where K << N is typical. In choosing an appropriate K, one must keep
in mind that choosing too small a value will yield topics that are very broad and
contain possible sub-topics. In choosing a K that is too large, approaching N, the
topics become less coherent and begin to model the noise. For LDA, the Dirichlet
priors must also be chosen. A grid search yielded optimal priors of α = 0.1 and
β = 0.01.

3.7 Document similarities

Calculating document similarities in the query space, i.e. where each document di

is represented as an N-element vector of relevance judgements, is straightforward
and is analogous to many collaborative filtering approaches that do not implicitly
or explicitly reduce the dimensionality before item recommendations are made.
However, it has been shown that as the dimensionality of data increases (e.g. as more
queries are performed, increasing N), similarities calculated within this space tend to
concentrate, that is, the similarities tend to become equal [3, 32], resulting in lower
quality document rankings.

Latent variable models yield a dimension reduction of the original query space
to what is called the topic or latent space. Using the general notation of (1), we can
calculate the similarity between two documents di and d j in the latent space using
their respective components �i and � j (i, j = 1..M, i �= j). A number of similarity
metrics can be used (for generative models Kullback-Leibler divergence is often
used), but for this study, we use the cosine metric because it can be used for with
all of the models in this study [31]:

D(�i, � j) = �i� j

|�i||� j| . (11)

4 Experimental setup

This section details the image clickthrough dataset, groundtruth and baseline meth-
ods used in the experiments.

4.1 Clickthrough data

The clickthrough data used in this study is a subset of the search interactions logged
by the image search portal of the Belga News Agency.3 It comprises 1,588,037 images
clicked and/or downloaded 5,697,287 times in the context of 824,813 queries, yielding
a sparsity of 99.99%. The query text was lightly cleaned in order to facilitate the text-
based merging of queries by conversion to lower-case, removal of some stopwords
(e.g. “and” and “or”), URLs, punctuation, special characters, and names of major
photo agencies. This full view of the click corpus is referred to as Belga.

A set of 25 concepts was manually annotated by Belga staff to serve as a
groundtruth in the experiments (see Table 2). These concepts are overlapping, in that

3http://www.belga.be

http://www.belga.be
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Table 2 The 25 concepts used in this study

ID Name # Images ID Name # Images

1 Airplane_flying 61 14 Highway 222
2 Airport 391 15 Logo 904
3 Anderlecht 846 16 Meadow 46
4 Athlete 1,714 17 Rally_motorsport 531
5 Basketball 709 18 Red_devils 807
6 Building 521 19 Sky 532
7 Club_brugge 645 20 Soccer 4,103
8 Crowd 538 21 Stadium 190
9 Farms 158 22 Team 151
10 Fashion_model 837 23 Tennis 1,107
11 Fire 334 24 Volleyball 547
12 Flood 468 25 War 477
13 Formula_one 991

one image can be annotated with more than one concept, but they are not complete,
meaning that not all images have been annotated for all concepts; for each concept,
only images clicked for queries textually similar to that concept have been annotated.
The concepts are also unbalanced, with those relating to sports comprising a majority
of the images. Because only a fraction of the images in the entire clickthrough corpus
are positively annotated with at least one of the 25 concepts, the scale of the available
clickthrough data was substantially reduced. In total we made use of 8,776 images
having been clicked and/or downloaded 21,974 times in 10,348 queries, yielding a
sparsity of 99.97%. Per image, there is a mean of 0.65 downloads and 1.85 clicks. Per
query, there is a mean of 0.55 downloads and 1.57 clicks. In this study, this view of
the corpus is referred to as Belga25.

The text-based merging of queries, discussed in Section 3.3, yields another view of
the corpus. The objective here is to determine whether merging queries is useful
compared to the unmerged view. The merge reduced the number of individual
queries to 4,835 and the number of clicks and downloads to 17,770 (now seen simply
as non-zero co-occurrence counts), and yielding a sparsity of 99.95%. The number of
images remained the same at 8,776. This particular view of the corpus is referred to
as Belga25merged.

4.2 Evaluation

The fit of probabilistic topic models to observed data is often measured by what is
known as perplexity [5, 11, 16]. However, this study is concerned with an examination
of the underlying latent space, not with a generalisation of unseen samples. In
addition, we want to use the same evaluation metric for all models, not only the
probabilistic ones. Furthermore, the main goal of this study is to determine to what
effect topics discovered in search logs can improve image retrieval. To this end, given
a document (image) as query, the effectiveness of document rankings produced in
the latent topic space is compared against appropriate baselines using mean average
precision (MAP). The documents to be used as the queries are sampled from the
collection and average precision is calculated against the groundtruth concepts by
considering that two documents are relevant to each other if they share at least one
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groundtruth concept. For the experiments, the number of documents sampled S was
set to 1/10th of the total number of documents (S = 878). We take the mean of the
average precision over this set of queries.

Four baselines are used for comparison against the ranking results derived from
the latent variable modelling. The first, named random, is based on a ranking of
random distances. The second consists of document similarities calculated in the
original query space based on the tf-idf weights of the document-query matrix R;
this baseline is named orig. The third baseline, named visual, comprises visual image
features based on Integrated Weibull distributions [10] extracted from overlapping
image regions. This yields a 120-dimensional feature vector Fv . Finally, the fourth
baseline consists of text features and is named textual. Each image in the collection
has associated meta-data in the form of a textual description of its context and
visual content, including the names of places, events, and people. The rankings are
performed using the PF/Tijah retrieval system [15]; each image’s textual description
is used as a query and the remaining images in the collection are ranked using the
normalised log-likelihood ratio (NLLR) retrieval model [23].

4.3 Implementation

The SVD implementation used is the economical version available in Matlab
(version 64-bit 2010), svds. For NMF, we also used the default Matlab implemen-
tation, nnmf with alternating least squares. The PLSA algorithm was written by
Peter Gehler.4 Convergence for PLSA was satisfied after 500 EM iterations or when
the log-likelihood change was less than 1e-4. For LDA, following a preliminary
experiment, we set the Dirichlet priors to α = 0.1 and β = 0.01 and the number of
Gibbs sampling iterations to 1000. The implementation of LDA used was from the
Topic Modelling Toolbox for Matlab by Steyvers and Griffiths.5

4.4 Algorithmic complexity

The complexity of a latent variable model is dependent on the number of documents
M, number of observed co-occurrences R = |R| and the number of topics K (recall
that there are N queries and in our case M > N). Specifically, SVD using the
Lanczos approximation is roughly O(MN(R/N)K)= O(MRK) where R/N is the
average number of non-zero entries (relevance judgements) per query. NMF using
the alternating least squares update method has complexity O(MNK) [2]. For PLSA,
each E-M iteration has complexity O(RK) [16] and each iteration of the Gibbs
sampler for LDA has complexity O(RK) [29].

In decomposing the full (1,588,037 images × 824,813 queries) and evaluation
(8,776 × 10,348) click corpora, we noted the computation times listed in Table 3
on an eight core 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon system running GNU/Linux with 32 GB RAM.
These times are satisfactory considering the scale of the query log and show that

4http://www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/bs/people/pgehler/code/index.html
5http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/programs_data/toolbox.htm

http://www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/bs/people/pgehler/code/index.html
http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/programs_data/toolbox.htm
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Table 3 Computation times
for full and evaluation click
corpus decompositions
(K = 100 topics)

Method Belga (s) Belga25 (s)

SVD 6,459 44
NMF N/A 1,961
PLSA 9,400 65
LDA 12,773 46

decomposing such large matrices is feasible in both time and space. Additionally,
as we are working in the news photography domain, image collections will have a
smaller scale compared to image retrieval on the web.

5 Results and discussion

The main goal of our experiments is to investigate the image retrieval effectiveness
of latent variable models on clickthrough data. In this context, we also examine
two aspects that are currently unexplored: the effect of graded implicit relevance
judgements and the reduction in sparsity resulting from a text-based merge of
queries.

5.1 Weighted relevance judgements

To assess whether a higher weighting of download actions is beneficial, we performed
the following experiment. We choose one model, SVD, because it is determined to be
one of the better performing in the experiments in Section 5.2. The number of topics
K is varied while decompositions are performed on the unmerged view Belga25. The
decompositions are performed for the following scenarios:

– clicks only, no download actions present (nodl);
– downloads only, no click actions present (nocl);
– clicks and downloads equally weighted (rij ∈ {0, 1});
– clicks equal to 1, downloads equal to 2 (rij ∈ {0, 1, 2}).

For each decomposition in each scenario, MAP is calculated using the 25
groundtruth concepts. Table 4 shows the results. In all cases, the inclusion of the
download action (dl = cl and cl = 1, dl = 2) is beneficial over not including it (nodl).
With regard to weighting the action, the original space orig shows little difference.
For SVD, apart from K = 5, we see an improvement by giving the downloads more
weight than the click actions. Therefore, for a broad number of topics (K > 5), these
results suggest that it is beneficial to include different relevance actions according to a
graded (Likert) scale, where actions with higher relevance are weighted accordingly.

5.2 Document ranking

The experiments for the main contribution of our work examine the effect of
clickthrough-based latent variable modelling on ranking documents. Since we have
already shown evidence that weighting download actions improves MAP for a wide
range of K, we only consider the case of weighted relevance judgements. For each
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Table 4 Experiment on the efficacy of including and weighting download actions heavier than click
actions (nodl: clicks only; nocl: downloads only; cl = dl = 1: clicks and downloads = 1; cl = 1, dl = 2:
clicks= 1; downloads = 2)

Model K nodl nocl dl=cl cl=1,dl=2

Orig n/a 0.1920 0.2005 0.2165 0.2161
SVD 5 0.2885 0.1881 0.3115 0.2975

10 0.2591 0.1875 0.2866 0.2985
15 0.2579 0.1878 0.2964 0.2989
20 0.2457 0.1875 0.2575 0.2717
25 0.2457 0.1880 0.2608 0.2654
30 0.2417 0.1882 0.2548 0.2622
35 0.2371 0.1876 0.2502 0.2641
40 0.2270 0.1874 0.2518 0.2608
45 0.2400 0.1876 0.2469 0.2549
50 0.2255 0.1889 0.2601 0.2646

Empirical values represent mean MAP scores over five runs

model, we vary the number of topics K while computing MAP (see Section 4.2) to
determine an optimal fitness. Figure 1a and b show the effects on MAP as model
dimensionality increases for the Belga25 and Belga25merged views, respectively. As
the models are unsupervised, we ran each five times on the full dataset, and each
point in Fig. 1 represent the mean over all runs. Significance testing was performed
using ANOVA and p-values are included where appropriate.

In comparing the document rankings of the latent variable models to the four
baseline methods, we see that all perform better than the random baseline, although
the behaviour of LDA is close to random in the unmerged view. With respect to orig,
NMF and SVD perform better in both views, while LDA and PLSA perform worse
in the unmerged view and converge towards it but never pass it in the merged view.
With respect to the visual baseline, all models perform better in the merged view;
in the unmerged view, NMF and SVD still perform better, while LDA and PLSA
perform worse. Lastly, the textual baseline (MAP of 0.61) outperforms all models
and comparative baselines. This is easily explained due to the high quality of the
text meta-data associated with these particular images obtained from a professional
archive.

SVD and NMF clearly show the benefit of computing document similarities in
the latent space for both views of the Belga data. These findings support our initial
assumption that for clickthrough data, document similarities computed in the latent
space are more accurate than those in the original query space, which suggests
that the dimension reduction performed by SVD and NMF helps by filtering noise.
Furthermore, these models, as well as the orig baseline, yield better performance
than the visual baseline in both views, indicating that better retrieval could be
achieved by using only the clickthrough data.

Next, we compare the unmerged and merged views Belga25 and Belga25-merged.
This allows us to show the effects of our approach to reducing sparsity as well as
representing relevance co-occurrences as counts (the reader is reminded that the
unmerged view comprises categorical data {0, 1, 2} and the merged view comprises
counts). The orig baseline is improved following the merge of queries. The textual
and visual baselines are not affected by the query merge, and thus remain constant in
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(a) Belga25

(b) Belga25merged

Fig. 1 Mean average precision (MAP) for all models as a function of varying the number of topics
for (a) unmerged queries and (b) merged queries. The textual baseline, not included for readability
reasons, has constant MAP at 0.61. Each point represents the mean over five runs

both views. There is a clear improvement in MAP for all models for the merged view
over the unmerged view. For LDA, the differences are marked: in the unmerged
view, performance is worse than orig, significantly worse than visual, and only
marginally better than random (p < 0.01). In the merged view, LDA climbs steeply,
while PLSA remains distanced from orig in the merged view. PLSA has previously
shown poor performance in the factorisation of sparse 0–1 data [4] where this
has been attributed to the fact that the zero entries do not contribute to the log-
likelihood. This may explain why PLSA shows slightly better performance on the
less sparse merged view. SVD and NMF, on the other hand, appear more robust to
sparsity with the differences between the two views being comparatively less. These
findings show that merging queries into hyper-queries yields an improvement in the
inference of topics in clickthrough data. The cause for the increase in performance
may be attributed to the fact that frequency counts are more discriminative in a less
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sparse representation (10,348 queries to 4,385 hyper-queries and 99.97% to 99.95%
sparsity). However, more experiments are required to determine the exact cause.

Optimal model fitness is usually represented by a maximum or minimum in the
evaluation metric [5, 11, 12]. In the case of MAP, we should expect to see a peak
for the optimal value of K, indicating that relevant documents are ranked higher.
Furthermore, previous work has suggested that the optimum number of topics will be
close to the cardinality of the concepts underlying the data [4, 11, 12]. In Fig. 1a, SVD
exhibits a steep climb to a peak at K = 10, and then steadily decreases to converge
with orig. In the merged view (Fig. 1b), the peak for SVD occurs at K = 15, a value
closer to the number of concepts.

The reason why the models find a slightly different optimal number of topics
(10–15 versus 25) underlying the clickthrough data is likely due to an artefact in-
troduced during the creation of the annotated groundtruth. Although the annotators
have close knowledge of the image database and retrieval system, they cannot be
expected to know how the users will search, nor what (and how many) search
topics were finally evident in the query logs. Therefore, when creating the list
of groundtruth concepts, the cardinality may not match what exists in the data.
Evidence of this can be seen by inspecting the list of concepts. For example, the
concepts “athlete”, “club_brugge”, “anderlecht”, “soccer” could be topically similar
to the users, yet different enough to the annotators to warrant separate concepts. This
indicates that several of the groundtruth concepts may in fact be better represented
as one concept.

NMF peaks at K = 10 for the unmerged view and K = 15 for the merged view.
These values are consistent with those of SVD, which performs significantly better
(p < 0.01) and we can draw the same conclusions: that these models are optimal
for a dimensionality close to the number of groundtruth concepts. One notable
characteristic of NMF in the unmerged view is the relative invariance to the choice
of the number of topics after K = 15.

For LDA, no peak is apparent in the unmerged view suggesting that LDA is
deficient in problems with high sparsity or that it deals better with the count data
contained in the hyper-queries. For the merged view, however, MAP is maximum at
K = 15, more consistent with SVD and NMF, which lends support to this hypothesis.
PLSA has no visible peak in either view, and it is difficult to draw any conclusion
except to say that there is no clear optimal model due to invariance to the choice of
the number of topics.

To summarise our findings on model selection in the unmerged view, SVD and
NMF favour fewer topics. For LDA, we cannot draw any conclusions due to the
poor performance. Likewise for PLSA, although the performance increases as K
increases, there is no visible preferred model choice. In the merged view, all models,
with the exception of PLSA, favour a number of topics close to the cardinality of
the groundtruth, suggesting that after merging the queries, a realistic model choice is
apparent. In the merged view, with the exception of PLSA, we see a trend of a peak
MAP for between 15 and 20 topics, generally agreeing with the size of the concept
annotations, a finding that is supported in the literature [4, 5, 11, 12].

Breaking up the MAP plot into the groundtruth concepts, it is possible to see the
differences between the original space and the performance of the latent variable
models on a per concept basis. Figure 2 shows the performance per concept in
the original and latent spaces measured using average precision (AP). It is evident
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Fig. 2 AP performance in the original and latent spaces (NMF with K = 15) per concept for
Belga25merged. The popular sports-related topics (“anderlecht”, “club_brugge”, “soccer”) dom-
inate the global MAP scores seen in Fig. 1. Less popular concepts such as “war” show poorer
performance in the latent space due to the noise reduction properties of NMF

that sports-related topics (“anderlecht”, “club_brugge”, “soccer”) dominate the
global MAP scores seen in Fig. 1. Some concepts, for example “war”, show poorer
performance in the latent space, due to the noise reduction properties of NMF.

Figure 3 shows 15 example click topics derived using the SVD with K = 50 on the
full Belga click corpus (1,588,037 images× 824,813 queries). Visual coherency across
topics (columns) is clearly visible. This demonstrates that the models are able to
useful reveal latent structure in the clickthrough data without any visual processing.

Fig. 3 Fifteen example click topics derived using SVD (K = 50) from the full Belga click corpus
(1,588,037 images × 824,813 queries). Each column represents a topic with elements ranked top to
bottom
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In summary, despite widespread application and favourable performance of the
generative models PLSA and LDA in other domains (e.g. text document modelling
and collaborative filtering), the experiments conducted in this study do not support
their application for sparse click logs. This also implies that a generative view
of clickthrough data is not appropriate and that latent variable models without
probability constraints such as NMF are more suitable. Our recommendations are,
at the very least, that dimension reduction be carried out on sparse click logs before
further processing, even if to simply perform a text-based merge of the recorded
queries.

6 Conclusions

This study investigated the efficacy of latent variable modelling of clickthrough data
in the image search domain. We compared several popular latent variable models,
namely the singular value decomposition (SVD), non-negative matrix factorisation
(NMF), probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA), and latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA), in terms of ability to model topics underlying implicit relevance clicks
in image queries. We demonstrated that rankings were improved by computing
similarities in the latent space. This has an important impact in query log mining
where many studies calculate similarities in the original, high-dimensional spaces
[1]. Most of the models not only outperformed the original query space, but also
a baseline ranking using visual features. Although the textual features yielded the
highest rankings due to the high quality of the text meta-data, we point out that they
may be further improved through fusion with the rankings generated by the latent
variable models.

In addition, we investigated the benefit of merging equivalent queries, showing
that the resulting dimension reduction in the query space alleviates sparsity to an
extent and in doing so improves rankings in both the query and latent spaces. This
finding is important because merging queries based on query text is often implied in
other studies [1, 6] but is never empirically justified. We also demonstrated that when
additional relevance actions are afforded by the retrieval interface (e.g. a download
action), it is useful to weight them according to a Likert scale, as is frequently seen in
collaborative filtering. This is significant to the IR community because it shows that
other implicit user actions already recorded in query logs, in addition to clicks, can
be used for further performance gains.

This study can be extended in several directions. An enlargement of the
groundtruth concepts would allow a larger subset of the clickthrough corpus to
be evaluated. In this work, we performed an exact text-based merge of queries.
However, dimensionality and sparsity could be further reduced by using a more so-
phisticated merging technique. Despite the fact that our experiments concentrate on
improving document rankings, we should note that the models studied have a much
wider range of application on clickthrough data, for example in query expansion and
query suggestion. Finally, given that probabilistic topic models (LDA and PLSA)
have been very effective in other domains, particularly language modelling [5],
the poor performances in this study indicate that a generative formulation, while
certainly intuitive, is not appropriate for clickthrough data. However, further analysis
of other clickthrough datasets would be necessary to draw this conclusion.
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